WE CAN MAKE THINGS BETTER FOR YOU... NICE.
Over our 52 years in business, we have acquired an enviable reputation: Everything we do is nicely done. Because it’s all about you. How you feel about your office when you get there in the morning. How you feel about the work you do there. Even how you feel when you leave. Our commitment to you starts with our own commitment to quality, attention to detail and design innovation. It includes nice ideas like creating different product lines running from the traditional to the avant-garde, priced to suit every budget. It’s earned us honors like ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 certifications for our operations. And that’s a nice distinction. All so that we can make things better for you... Nice.
NicER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

It’s our corporate responsibility to contribute to the preservation of natural resources and to ensure that our operations have the least possible impact on the environment. We choose suppliers who support our efforts to reduce deforestation. The majority of our products are manufactured from particleboard, made from 100% post-industrial recycled materials. We recover the cuttings from all our activities and even sawdust for power cogeneration. What’s more, we sort and recycle plastic, steel and aluminum.

We’re proud to say that all Lacasse products are GREENCEGUARD® certified. Which means that North Americans can be sure that these products will not affect the air quality of their working environments. And other groups, like architects, contractors and developers who use Lacasse products can benefit from their GREENCEGUARD® certification to earn points towards meeting LEED® standards.

For more information on Groupe Lacasse sustainable development practices, visit www.grouplelacasse.com.
SOLID QUALITY
Sturdy materials like thermofused laminate components assembled with metal-to-metal hardware make Lacasse furniture a byword for durability and reliability in the industry. Cabinets feature framed and recessed back panels for increased rigidity and strength. And our attention to detail and ergonomics makes sure that everything is a nice fit.

FUNCTION FIRST
Modern office furnishings are meant to enhance productivity. To do that, components have to be designed for optimum functionality. For example, our doors open wide to make it easy to reach every document. Drawers are built with high-capacity ball bearing suspensions to keep them – and everything else – rolling smoothly. Nice work.

FINISHING UP
There’s a lot that meets the eye in our furniture. And a lot that doesn’t. Our surfaces are finished on both sides, because that’s the way it should be done when quality is a key consideration. As are all edges. No light shines through storage units to spoil their visual impact. Edgebanding both protects and enhances appearance. Hardware is hidden by color-matched concealers. Nice stuff.

STYLE AND SUBSTANCE
We put the same thought into the style of our office furnishings as we do into their construction. Lacasse has a vast selection of components in each concept and category so you can create a harmonious look from the reception desk to the storage room. Even steel lateral files and multifunction storage can be harmonized with Lacasse laminate furniture. Nice job.

MIX AND MATCH
Suit your workplace style to your personal style. Lacasse products are so compatible that you can play with colors, shapes and textures and be sure that everything will work out just the way you want it. Nice idea.

LACASSE QUICKSHIP PROGRAM
READY TO SHIP IN 5 DAYS!
Many layouts, components and accessories are ready to ship out within 5 days. Please refer to the current Lacasse price book for a complete list of products and finishes as well as the QuickShip program conditions and limitations. Nice going.

EVERYTHING AT LACASSE IS NICELY DONE. AND NICELY DONE IS A BEAUTIFUL THING.
MORPHEO

COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

UP-TO-THE MINUTE COMPONENTS, SHAPES, COLORS AND FINISHES ALLOW THIS SHAPE-SHIFTER TO SUIT ANY OFFICE ENVIRONMENT OR PERSONALITY.
MORPHEO
Shape Your Space.
It’s easy to get wrapped up in Morpheo with its attractive styling, wraparound functionality and signature floating top look. But there’s substance along with its modern and practical style. You’ll love the space you’re in.

Morpheo can be used with PanGram panels to offer affordable space management possibilities.
Morpheo’s modernist geometry and sleek finishes envelop you with eye catching chic. Its intelligent design and ingenious details surround you with convenience.

A large selection of options like top thickness, laminate or translucent modesty panels, translucent inserts for doors, handles and legs are yours to pick. Morpheo reflects intelligent design with appealing designer details.
M-PLAN06 BUC

MORPHEO

M1NW-E544416T RBY
M1NW-GE364824 RBY
M1NW-243673BT RBY
M1NZ-203673LDX RBY
M1NZ-LF2472B RBY
Teaming up for efficiency doesn’t have to be boring. Pair wood grain finishes like Ruby with laminate solids like Willow grey. Sleek rails can be fixed to the surface to accommodate a host of accessories like document trays and binder supports. For the ultimate in freedom, a four-person cluster where you can add one of our many mobile pedestals. Or not.
COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

SUBTLETY AND SIMPLICITY. QUAD IS COMPOSED OF CLEAN VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SHAPES, CUNNINGLY INTEGRATED INTO PURE AND FLOWING LINES TO CREATE IMPRESSIVE ARCHITECTURAL LOOKS.
Zen at Work.
Quad redefines storage; the use of its components in varied lengths or heights that can be stacked or suspended will enable designers to play with the workstations volumes. Quad was made for those who appreciate the value of intelligent design and the beauty of impeccable finishing.
Quad helps design the ideal work zone with streamlined contours, translucent materials for doors and hutches, effective storage space, wide work surfaces and dozens of little extras to fit the demands of your work style. With Quad, the possibilities are virtually endless.
Quad provides everything to let you create an environment where everything has its place so that work flows smoothly and flawlessly. It’s all very intuitive... and very Zen.

Quad is all about special details that make your zone your own zone.

Quad
ELECTRICOM SYSTEM FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH QUAD TO ENABLE ELECTRIFICATION OF FREESTANDING FURNITURE.
COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

WHATEVER THE SIZE OF THE SPACE, OPTIONS GIVES YOU WHATEVER YOU NEED TO MAKE IT FUNCTION OPTIMALLY.
Optimizing Office Space Potential.
A workstation created entirely using a Hard Rock Maple finish conveys an impression of serenity and tidiness. But don’t let appearances deceive you. Its sturdy construction gives it a light look that carries a lot of weight.
OPTIONS

01NU-PLAN02 ERH

01IN-BTM3672 NTL
01IN-242473FB NTL
01NL-LF2472LF NTL
01NL-UF3072S NTL
01IN-B367314 NTL
Options is a total concept: colors, functions, and lots of dimensions and ergonomic configurations. Options allows you the choice you need to make your workspace your own. And these choices are really choice.
Options, when combined with PanGram panels or surface-mounted stackable screens, offers so many affordable possibilities that it’s easy to design an environment that inspires teamwork, while offering each individual the ability to customize for optimum comfort and performance.
ELECTRICOM SYSTEM FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH OPTIONS TO ENABLE ELECTRIFICATION OF FREESTANDING FURNITURE.
CONCEPT 3

COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

THE GENESIS OF CONCEPT 3 IS AN INGENIOUSLY SIMPLE DESIGN MATRIX. THREE CLASSIC OFFICE SETTINGS INTERPRETED IN THREE DIFFERENT HEIGHTS, WITH EASY-TO-SELECT OPTIONS THAT CONNECT TO THE CORE DESIGN.
The Power of 3.

Featuring Lacasse Concept 3 Award Winning Casegoods Collection, also stated by MMQB as one of the industry winners for Best New Product in 2005.
Three carefully composed office layouts combine work surfaces and storage modules. The wall units come in 33”, 49” and 73” heights, depending on your storage needs. You choose the height, colors, details, additional components and accessories you prefer.
Reversible left-right elements let you adapt the settings to suit your preference. With no left or right-handed restrictions, you can configure your workspace exactly the way you want it. These non-handed units mean Concept 3’s a winner – hands down!
CONCEPT 70

COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

CONCEPT 70 IS AT THE TOP OF THE CLASS WHEN IT COMES TO STYLE, ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT. IT EXUDES CONFIDENCE AND SOLIDITY.
Executive Class.
CONCEPT 70 is a strategic weapon. Because how you furnish your office makes a strong statement about your company itself.

And each component of the Concept 70 series has been designed to make that statement in strength and style.
Concept 70 makes everybody look good with its range of desks, storage modules, credenzas and distinctive upscale features.
QS71KB-PLAN05 CER
72-b96.2 CER + LGC-Ch233 (X2) NICKEL
72Kb-F4272SA ERR
553x106 CER + LGC-tL (X4) BRASS
CONCEPT 70
CONCEPT 400E

COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

CONCEPT 400E FEATURES AN ASTONISHING ARRAY OF COMPONENTS, FINISHES, COLORS AND SHAPES THAT WON’T COMPROMISE EITHER THE BUDGET OR THE WORKMANSHP.
Our Original Inspired Solution.
CONCEPT 400E

INVEST IN CONCEPT 400E AND YOU’LL SEE IT PAYS DIVIDENDS.

Concept 400E offers over 250 modular components that can be combined to suit space constraints and express individual tastes, all within a coherent style.
With Concept 400E’s clean, contemporary lines and mix and match colors, you don’t need to be a pro to get a designer look.
CONCEPT 2001

COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

HUNDREDS OF OPTIONS TO DEFINE YOUR WORKSPACE OR TO ALLOW IT TO MOVE AROUND FREELY.
Thinking lean, with an abundance of choices that still satisfies the most stylish standards. With many occasional furniture modules on casters, Concept 2001 has the agile options that work on their own or integrate with other styles.
COMPONENTS PORTFOLIO

PANELS CAN CREATE EITHER PRIVACY OR ACCESS. PANGRAM PANELS ARE THE QUICK AND EASY WAY TO RECONFIGURE SPACE FOR BOTH PURPOSES.
Panel Discussion.
PanGram panels and screens complete, surround, structure, divide and perform a multitude of other useful services, while at the same time adding color and architectural interest to the workspace. They are flexible, simple to plan, quick and easy to configure and compatible with all our Lacasse series.

180° thermoplastic polymer connectors fit snugly in the grooves of the panel end molding for a tight link between panels in a straight line.

The end molding and the top cap have inverted slots that self-align the panels.

A 90° thermoplastic polymer connecting strip is used to attach two, three or four panels together, for corner, T plan or cluster application.

Accent translucent panels are easily installed.
An adhesive channel is available to manage power and communication cables.

Replace a leveler by a stabilizer foot at the end of an unattached run of panels.

Start a panel run from a wall, a pillar... Screw the wall starter, snap a 180° connector between the starter and the panel, et voilà! Really simple isn’t it?

PanGram is open to an array of individual preferences and design flexibility. For even more versatility, create a foldable boundary with panels with or without wheels to contract or expand a space.
THE ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES

For complete details on the impressive array of accessories available for our Lacasse laminate collections, please refer to the current Lacasse price book.

LACASSE QUICKSHIP PROGRAM
READY TO SHIP IN 5 DAYS!

Several accessories identified by the pictogram are part of the Lacasse quick delivery program. Please refer to the current Lacasse price book for complete program details.

OFFICE FURNITURE SOLUTIONS
1. Articulated retractable arm for keyboard.
2. Articulated retractable arm for keyboard and mouse.
4. Articulated shelf for keyboard and mouse.
5. Articulated arm with keyboard clamp.
7. Self-adhesive wrist rest.
8. Corner keyboard support. Fits in the angle between 2 work surfaces.
9. Flat screen monitor arm.
10. Rotating storage tray to install under work surface.
11. Corner pencil tray for box drawer.
12. Drawer for small objects, black plastic drawer front.
13. Drawer for small objects, laminate drawer front.
15. Vertical pigeonholes.
16. Tackboard for hutch.
17. Wire grommet.
18. Retractable communication/power center.
19. Self-adhesive wire channel to hold power bars.
20. Accessory rail and mounting brackets (for Morpheo, Quad and Options collections).
OFFICE FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

Shown in ERH/WGR

Shown in ERT

LNL-203629LF2 WGR
LNL-203643LF3 ERH/WGR
LNL-203658LF4 ERH
STYLISH ON THE OUTSIDE. TOUGH ON THE INSIDE.

Our two, three and four-drawer laminate files are discreet but never dull. As attractive as they are on the outside, the inside story is just as good. Sturdy steel drawers with ball-bearing smoothness and 175 lb loading capacity. A large selection of handles to harmonize with Lacasse laminate furniture, general locks, anti-tip mechanisms and adjustable leveling mean easy access and worry-free functionality and security.
STEEL LATERAL FILES

**STRENGTH & DURABILITY**
- The base utilizes a patent-pending box-in-box construction that strengthens the case to prevent racking.
- The inner top is one-piece formed steel, which provides sturdy upper support.
- The vertical support hat channel features a common rail and heavy gauge steel which provides additional structural support and strength.
- A baked enamel coating is applied over a rust-inhibiting treatment for a wear-resistant paint finish.

**SECURITY & SAFETY**
- Dual side locks latch both drawer ends to prevent drawers from being pried open.
- The rack-and-pinion lock mechanism and factory installed lock bars provide maximum security.
- For safety, the positive drawer interlock system allows only one drawer to open at a time.
- Every drawer has telescoping, ball bearing slides, enabling full extension and smooth operation.

**FUNCTION**
- Standard side-to-side hanging bars and optional front-to-back hanging rails ensure maximum filing capacity and allow for customer filing preferences.
- Four adjustable floor glides provide 1 1/2” of height adjustment, simplifying leveling on uneven surfaces.
- Posting shelf available on 5-high for document consulting.
- Receding door with pull-out drawer available on 4 and 5-high.
- Removable core locks allow key alike or lock change.
- 12”-high drawers with adjustable side-to-side hanging bars for letter, legal, EDP and international A4 suspended file folders.

Tough and functional never looked this good. Advanced design, function and durability are interpreted in superb looks that enhance any office setting. Optimum strength, safety and style are built in. Paints and handles are designed to harmonize with our Lacasse laminate freestanding furniture.
STEEL MULTIFUNCTION STORAGE

STRENGTH & DURABILITY
• One-piece inner top provides upper support and prevents case racking.
• One-piece case construction provides a clean, finished appearance with no overlapping seams.
• Baked enamel finish applied over rust inhibiting treatment assures durability and beauty for the life of the product.
• Patent-pending box-in-box base construction exponentially strengthens the case to prevent racking.
• Double walled doors add strength.

SECURITY & SAFETY
• Rack-and-pinion lock design ensures reliable operation.
• Dual side lock bars latch both sides of the lateral file drawers to prevent drawers from being pried open.
• Positive drawer interlock system allows only one drawer to open at a time to provide greater safety.

FUNCTION
• Core removable lock allows key numbers to be easily changed in the field. Combination units can be keyed alike with other units or lateral files.
• Interior of storage area includes standard color-matched shelf (shelves). Shelves may be adjusted in 6” increments to support a variety of articles. Additional shelves may be ordered separately. Units with box drawers include one pencil tray. Valet includes standard coat rod.
• Doors feature self-closing hinges that open 100 degrees for easy access.
• 12” lateral file drawers accommodate letter, legal, EDP and A4 International for complete flexibility in user filing needs.
• Full extension ball-bearing slides provide smooth operation and complete access to contents.
• Side-to-side hanging bars are standard. Optional dividers, front-to-back hanging bars and CD holders are available for a variety of filing and storage needs.
• Leveling glides have a 1½” height adjustment to allow for installation on uneven floors.

0 - 2001 SILVER PULL
A - 2001 ANTHRACITE PULL
L - CLASSIC PULL
S - STRAIGHT PULL
T - WATERFALL PULL
F - FULL PULL

LMG-0530PLR P44
THE FRUIT OF A THOROUGHLY MODERN VISION OF WHAT FURNISHINGS MEAN, QUORUM MULTICONFERENCE COLLECTION REDEFINES THE LIMITS OF VERSATILITY.

WHETHER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR CONFERENCE TABLES, MODULAR TABLES OR TABLES FOR TRAINING APPLICATIONS, QUORUM MULTICONFERENCE COLLECTION PROVIDES ABSOLUTE FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION.
Gather Around.
Quorum Multiconference brings distinct design and unparalleled flexibility to the table! For large or small spaces, compatible with today’s technologies, our wide variety of sizes, colors and shapes mean you can change the look to encourage exchanges.
With a wide variety of configurations, bases, and legs, our modular tables are flexible enough to suit any audience and occasion. It’s up to you to make the most of their functionality and potential!
Set them up. Then, stack them, rack them and roll them away. With our training tables, it’s easy to convert any space into a training area. And convert it back to its original use in a matter of minutes.
Every business wants practical and intelligent storage space. That’s why we developed a range of complementary furniture for the Quorum Multiconference collection, using clean lines that will make the very most of your décor.

Lecterns, wall panels with hinged or sliding doors, mobile marker boards with integrated storage modules, low tables and much more: you’ll find everything you need to store your office supplies and presentation material.
**COLOR APPLICATIONS TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THERMOFUSED LAMINATE - WOOD GRAINS</th>
<th>PATTERNS</th>
<th>SOLID COLORS</th>
<th>METAL PAINT COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MORPHEO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge N; 1&quot; or 1 1/8&quot; (25 or 38 mm)</td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge 1 or 2; 1 1/2&quot; (38 mm)</td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUAD</strong></td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTIONS</strong></td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCEPT 3</strong></td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCEPT 70</strong></td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCEPT 400E</strong></td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCEPT 2001</strong></td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PANGRAM</strong></td>
<td>PANELS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAMINATE FILING</strong></td>
<td>DRAWER FRONTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEEL FILING AND STORAGE</strong></td>
<td>ONE TONE ONLY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUORUM MULTICONFERENCES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge N or 8; 1&quot; or 1 1/8&quot; (25 or 38 mm)</td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge 1 or 2; 1 1/2&quot; (38 mm)</td>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VERTICAL PLANS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Dark complementary colors are especially recommended for vertical plans (sides, leg panels, doors, drawer fronts, etc.).
- All collections are available in all laminate finishes, except for certain restrictions to Morpheo, Concept 70, Quorum Multiconference and steel filing and storage.

**TWO-TONE APPLICATION**

The first finish specified will be applied to the top/the surface of the unit. The second finish specified will be applied to the vertical plans.

**SPECIFIC TWO-TONE APPLICATION ON STORAGE UNITS**

The first finish specified will be applied to the door(s) and to the drawer at the bottom of the storage unit. The second finish will be applied to the rest of the unit.

**SPECIFIC TWO-TONE APPLICATION ON LAMINATE STORAGE UNITS**

The first finish specified will be applied to the drawers. The second finish specified will be applied to the rest of the unit.
A COLORFUL WORLD

Groupe Lacasse’s vast range of colors and finishes offer you a world of style, selection and flexibility to mix or match for a custom look each time. Coordinate within one collection, match colors across all our lines or mix it up to create a unique look. Anything you imagine is easy to achieve because our furniture lines, laminates and metals are designed to harmonize with each other.

THERMOFUSED LAMINATE WOOD GRAINS

ALL UNITED CHAIR® STANDARD FABRICS (EXCEPT VINYLS AND LEATHERS) ARE AVAILABLE TO COORDINATE ON LACASSE TACKBOARDS AND PANGRAM UPHOLSTERED PANELS.

THERMOFUSED LAMINATE PATTERNS

Note: The colors shown on these pages are as exact as printing techniques will allow. Please request an actual color sample.
THERMOFUSED LAMINATE SOLID COLORS AND MATCHING METAL PAINT COLORS

OTHER METAL PAINT COLORS

EDGEBANDING
All edges on our laminate thermofused furniture are finished with thick thermoplastic polymer edgebanding.

SNO - SNOW
WGR / P29 - WILLOW GREY
CLY / P30 - CLAY
GAN / P28 - ANTHRACITE GREY
NCN / P01 - CRYSTAL BLACK

LACASSE QUICKSHIP PROGRAM
READY TO SHIP IN 5 DAYS!

Several products, suggested layouts and accessories identified throughout this catalog by this pictogram are part of the Lacasse quick delivery program. Please refer to the current Lacasse price book for a complete list of products and finishes as well as the QuickShip program conditions and limitations.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

1” AND 1 1/2” (25 AND 38 MM) THICK TOPS

SMOOTH, 1/8” (3 MM) THICK EDGE.
THE N EDGE IS MATCHED WITH THE FINISH SPECIFIED FOR THE SURFACE (ALL WOOD GRAINS, PATTERNS AND SOLID COLOR FINISHES).

COLLECTIONS:
1” (25 mm) thick tops:
Morpheo, Options, Concept 3, Concept 400E, Concept 2001, laminate lateral files and Quorum Multiconference training tables.

1 1/2” (38 mm) thick tops:
Morpheo, Quad, Options, Concept 70, Quorum Multiconference conference and modular tables.

SMOOTH, 1/4” (3 MM) THICK EDGE.
THE S EDGE IS SILVER COLORED.

COLLECTIONS:
1” (25 mm) thick tops:
Quorum Multiconference training tables.

1 1/2” (38 mm) thick tops:
Quorum Multiconference conference and modular tables.

TEXTURED, 1/16” (4 MM) THICK EDGE.
THE TEXTURED 1 EDGE IS AVAILABLE (AND IN MATCHING COLOR) ONLY WHEN A WOOD GRAIN FINISH IS SPECIFIED FOR THE SURFACE.

COLLECTIONS:
Morpheo, Concept 70 and Quorum Multiconference conference and modular tables.

TEXTURED, 1/8” (4 MM) THICK EDGE.
THE TEXTURED 2 EDGE IS AVAILABLE (AND IN MATCHING COLOR) ONLY WHEN A WOOD GRAIN FINISH IS SPECIFIED FOR THE SURFACE.

COLLECTIONS:
Morpheo, Concept 70 and Quorum Multiconference conference and modular tables.
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DOORS, MODESTY PANELS AND HANDLES

ALUMINUM DOOR FRAMES

ANODIZED ALUMINUM
CONCEPT 3
MORPHEO
QUORUM MULTICONFERENCE

PAINTED ALUMINUM
QUAD
A - ANTHRACITE GREY

PAINTED ALUMINUM
QUAD
S - SILVER

INSERTS FOR DOORS / MODESTY PANELS

T - TRANSLUCENT ACRYLIC
L - RIGGED LEXAN
M - PERFORATED METAL
A - ANTHRACITE GREY
S - SILVER
X - MATRIX TRANSLUCENT ACRYLIC

HANDLES

ARCADe - PAINTED METAL
MORPHEO - A - SILVER

CURVED - PAINTED METAL
OPTIONS - B - ANTHRACITE GREY

CUBIC - ANODIZED ALUMINUM
CONCEPT 3 - C - ANODIZED ALUMINUM
MORPHEO - C - ANODIZED ALUMINUM
QUORUM MULTICONFERENCE - C - ANODIZED ALUMINUM

CONCEPT 70 - METAL
CONCEPT 70 - KB - BRASS
CONCEPT 70 - KN - NICKEL

CONCEPT 70 - METAL
CONCEPT 70 - KA - ANTHRACITE GREY
CONCEPT 70 - KB - BRASS
CONCEPT 70 - KN - NICKEL

CLASSIC - PAINTED METAL
MORPHEO - K - SILVER

FULL - THERMOPLASTIC POLYMER
CONCEPT 400E - BLACK
OPTIONS - L - ANTHRACITE GREY

SQUARE - PAINTED METAL
CONCEPT 2001 - QA - ANTHRACITE GREY
CONCEPT 2001 - QS - SILVER

QUAD ARS
QUAD GAN
U
Z
V A
VS
W
Founded in 1956, Groupe Lacasse has manufacturing facilities throughout North America. We have the experience, expertise and capability to deliver incomparable design, exceptional quality, optimum service and outstanding value in Office Furniture Solutions.

OFFICE FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

Groupe Lacasse products are Greenguard® certified to rigorous indoor air quality standards for low-emitting interior products.